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Specification: 

 Deutz 122HP Tier 4 Adblue  

 4 wheel drive hydrostatic drive with SMART DRIVE SRS ANTI SKID SYSTEM 

 Variable  Hydrostatic speeds. 

 40  Kph  

 Hydraulic power steering system with 4 steering driving wheels. 

 Ground clearance 1000mm 

 Polyethylene tank 1600lt  

 Air-conditioned ROPS Driver’s cab with activated carbon filter, pneumatic seat and stereo system with extra sound proofing. 

 Steel Fully Hydraulic boom at 24m (twin fold)  

 Tri jets with one air induction and 2 flat fan nozzles 

 Mast hydraulic height adjustment. 

 Boom shock absorber with Hydropneumatic accumulator on height adjustment parallelogram. 

 Boom electro-hydraulic control with joystick. 

 High Quality powerful 30 Litres mixer hopper equipped with high pressure can washer. 

 150ltr Clear water tank with system cleaning device. 

 250lt/min Diaphragm pump for spraying and agitation and filling 

 Indicator kit for diaphragm damage and oil leakage. 

 Clean Water to Induction Hopper 

 Hydraulic ladder. 

 Weight:  3700Kg’s Unladen  -   Weight Distribution 48% - 52%   

 270 95 R38 Wheels – gives high clearance and superb traction (other options avail - please ask) 

 ARAG Bravo 400s rate controller  

 Seven liquid boom 7 sections (legal requirement for CE marking) 

 Electronic tank level display 
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Add the Options to the price above 

  

 GPS Section Control  £ 1,995 

 Pneumatic Nozzles with line  

 purge boom recirculation £ 5,135 

SELETRON individual GPS  

nozzle control with line purge  

boom recirculation  £ 6,030 

SELETRON twin GPS nozzle  

control with line purge boom  

recirculation   £ 9,280 

GPS Auto Steering on  

steering wheel   £ 12,850 

GPS GLONASS receiver £ 880 

GPS GLONASS receiver with tilt £ 1,650 

Delta 80 large screen instead  

of Bravo 400s   £ 1385 

Pressure sensor   £ 220 

Quad Nozzle Bodies per meter £ 11.55 per/m  

9 liquid boom sections  £ 945 

11 liquid boom sections £ 1,545 

13 liquid boom sections £ 2,420 

700lt/min fill pump  £ 2,070 

Auto boom height (tilt / lift) £ 3,200 

Bluebeam LED boom  lights £ 575 

pump stop when reached  

programmed level  £ 825 

Electronic in cab controlled  

Cleaning system   £ 1,755 

280lt/min pump   £ 420 

Hydraulic jack for wheel  

Changing   £ 845 

Hydraulic wheel track adjust  

in cab controlled  £ 4,325 

 

 

List Price £133415 

BARGAM Grimac JR Series 1600lt  
Self Propelled Sprayer with ARAG CONTROLLER 

Add the Options to the price above 

 

Specialist Nozzles Per Set 

Hypro ESI Fertilizer  £ 20 per/m 

BFS Air Induction   £ 8.90 per/m 

 

LGP Wheels 

420 85 R24   £ 3,850 

480 65 R24   £ 4,150 
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Total List Price: £  

Discounted Price: £  

Part Exchange: £  

Balance to change: £  

 


